Choose
people over
passwords

The future of your business is in safe
hands with biometric technology
V

People versus passwords
As the number of passwords we need to remember rises, password complexity is beginning
to work against us and the sensitive data and corporate assets we are trying to protect.
Verifying identity via biometric authentication methods is proving
to be more secure than solely relying on knowledge of passwords.

5
Reasons biometrics beat passwords
Unique
each person
is different

Universal
they work
for everyone

Long Lasting
they never change

Difficult to copy
they belong
to the person

Simple to use
there’s nothing
to remember

Best of the biometrics?
Palm-vein recognition has many advantages:
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Clearly, to avoid overcomplicating things here, we are comparing and rating biometrics based
on criteria such as technical performance and usability. But in the end, it all comes down to your individual
requirements such as business processes, required security level, or integration conditions.
These are pivotal to finding your individual best and most suitable solution.

More reasons to choose palm-vein recognition
Palm-vein recognition:

High performance:

Hygienic

Uses information from
inside the body:

Less resistance from users

Invisible / inside the hand

low false acceptance

Suitable for public use

Palm veins are unique
and permanent

and rejection rates

Is contactless:

Quick recognition

Extremely fast with

Difficult to forge

How palm vein security works

Palm vein plus points
5

100

Each individual’s
palm scan has more
than 5 million
reference points

Palm scans are 100
times more exact
than fingerprint
identification

MILLION

The authentication
attributes are hidden
and only visible
under near-infrared
light when blood
flows (live detection)

Palm veins are
incredibly hard if not impossible to forge.

Fujitsu PalmSecure technology

Unbeatable
accuracy

Easy to use

Extremely fast
and fail-proof

Can be embedded into flat products such as notebooks,
copiers, printers and wall-mounted access systems

See how Banco Bradesco reduced ATM-related fraud to almost zero for
millions of customers with Fujitsu PalmSecure.
Watch the video here

Learn more about the power of PalmSecure at
choosepeopleoverpasswords.global.fujitsu.com

